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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Dr. Ryan Cole, an anatomic clinical pathologist with a subspecialty in skin pathology and

postgraduate Ph.D. training in immunology, has been on the frontlines exposing the fraudulent

COVID narrative.

Since 2004, he's been operating his own business, a pathology laboratory, which gives him rare

freedom and Kexibility to comment on what he's seeing. Most others would lose their jobs for

speaking out the way Cole has.

Truth Telling Is a Risky Business

That doesn't mean he hasn't paid a price for speaking out about and defending real science though.

He's triple board certiOed and has 12 state licenses, and because of his stance against COVID

recommendations, some of the credentialing organizations have taken action against him.

"I've seen 500,000 patients diagnostically in my career through the microscope. So, I have a

long track record of diagnostics. I have not had a patient care complaint against me in 26

years of being a physician," he says. "I still don't, and this is what's fascinating.

Of those 12 licenses, four were under attack, three are still under attack — in Washington,

Arizona and Minnesota — [yet there's] not a single patient care complaint. All the attacks

against me have been political complaints to boards of medicine, which is not legal for

them to do. Not a single one of those complaints is from a patient.

And then — really the most egregious thing — was ex parte, without me being present,

without even sending a certiMed letter, the College of American Pathologists removed my

fellowship status, which is defamatory.

I went back and found their complaint and looked at what they did, and I actually have a

wonderful defamation lawsuit against them, because everything they did was anti-

scientiMc. So, they can either restore [my fellowship] now, or just pay me a big check down

the road. One or the other."

He's also lost about half of his business, as two insurance companies canceled him for

"unprofessional behavior," i.e., for sharing and discussing the science of COVID, and one of his best

friends, whom he's worked with for 12 years, canceled their business relationship as he didn't want

Cole's outspokenness to affect his business. "All because of the defamation by the media, so to tell

the truth in this day and age is a dangerous thing," he says.

Suspicions Arose Early On

From his Ph.D. work in immunology, Cole was very aware of SARS-CoV-1 and MERS, having studied

both, so when the warp speed program to develop a pandemic SARS-CoV-2 vaccine was

announced, he became immediately suspicious.

"I thought, wait a minute, you can't vaccinate against corona viruses!" he says. "This family

of viruses is not amenable to vaccination, based on mutation rates. So, my concern was

very high, early on."

Cole's lab ramped up PCR testing, using a cycle threshold (CT) of 35, rather than the recommended

40 to 45, as he knew that high a CT would result in 98% false positives. On a side note, pathologists

not only assess tissue samples and biopsies, they're also in charge of testing. The head of every

major clinical lab is a pathologist. They're basically in charge of quality control.

"As pathologist, we're constantly looking at patterns, be it under the microscope or be it in

lab data. We're looking at blood reports. We're looking at what's out of range on blood

reports. We're looking at microbiology. We're looking at molecular biology. We're looking at

cultures. We're looking at pap smears. We're looking, across the board, at those clinical

parameters in addition to tissue biopsies," he explains.

"I have 70 employees, and if there's a blood smear that looks unusual, they bring it to me. If

there are parameters on a test that look widely out of range, they bring it to me. And I call

and talk to the clinician — [I'm the] doctor to the doctor. We have a consultation practice

with the clinicians so I can help them understand what's happening with their patient, and

then they can make clinical decisions going forward."

Post-Jab Cancer Explosion

One of the apparent side effects of the COVID jab that Cole has been warning and talking about is

cancer. He explains:

"Obviously, during COVID, we saw some parameters change in blood tests. There was a

concern about clotting. We saw elevated clotting factors. We know that the early variants

were pretty severe in terms of inducing clotting, which was a shame because the whole

world should have been simply using anti-inWammatories, steroids and anti-clotting agents,

and so many more people would've lived.

My colleague, Dr. [Shankara] Chetty in South Africa, was having phenomenal success with

antihistamine steroids and anti-clotting agents. So anyway, that Mrst year, we saw drops in

white blood cell counts, we saw decreases in certain subsets of T-cells. But when the shots

rolled out, things changed.

At Mrst I noticed kind of an innocuous little bump that we see usually in children. It's a little

virus called molluscum contagiosum [that causes] a little white bump.

Usually, by the time you're a tween or early teen, you've built immunity to that and you never

get them again, or rarely get them again. But after the shots rolled out, all of a sudden, in

80-year-olds, 70-year-olds, 60-year-olds, 50-year-olds, I started seeing literally a 20-fold

increase in this little innocuous viral bump. And I thought, 'Uh oh, this means they've lost

immune memory' ...

Those subsets of T-cells that keep viruses in check are very important for keeping cancer

in check. And this is where immunology jumps into the picture. All of us have some atypical

cells, and we have the 'Marines' of our immune system, our natural killer (NK) cells. They're

on the frontline circulating. We have about 30 billion T-cells circulating in our blood, many

of which are killer cells and NK cells.

Our other innate cells are our macrophages, monocytes and dendritic cells. They're on that

frontline. They're shaking hands with every cell in your body all day long saying, 'Friend or

foe? Friend or foe? Oh gosh, this one has some mutations, it's now a foe.' They'll poke a

little hole in it, throw in a little enzyme called a grandzyme — a 'hand grenade' — blow up

that cell, and we're good.

But what happened after these shots rolled out is that many of those cell subsets started

decreasing in number. The Mrst cancer I saw uptick was cancers of the uterus, endometrial

cancers. Usually, I would see maybe two endometrial cancers a month. All of a sudden, a

few months after the rollout of the shots, I was seeing two or three a week.

Another subspecialty area of focus for me is melanoma. And I started seeing melanomas,

not only in younger patients, as the shots dropped down in age cohort, but they were

thicker. The other fascinating thing was they're more aggressive in terms of how many

dividing cells was present in each tumor. I'm still seeing this.

Beyond that ... I've been traveling the country and the world quite a bit ... and wherever I go

now, I have doctors and nurses approach me saying, 'What you're saying, we've been

seeing.'

I was having a conversation with a chair of a large oncology department in Tallahassee,

and he said, 'I usually see an aggressive brain cancer in a young patient maybe every

decade.' After the boosters rolled out, he saw Mve astrocytomas, Mve aggressive brain

cancers, in one month.

Then, I'm in Jacksonville the next day, having a conversation with a family doctor. He said,

'Gosh, it's strange, I usually see a kidney cancer in a young patient every decade or so. I've

seen Mve in the last month.'

Then I was in the UK a couple weeks ago. I had a doctor from Ireland who's been a

practicing family doc, GP, for 36 years, and he said, 'I have seen more cancer in my young

patients ever since the shots rolled out, and the booster, than I have ever seen in my entire

career.'

Same thing, a nurse that works emergency department in the UK, [said she's seen] not only

the heart inWammation in young children, but cancers in young patients and aggressive

leukemias. So everywhere I go, I have doctors conMrming my observations ... I've had many

of them approach me and say, 'Hey look, I'm seeing what you're saying, but I can't say it

because I'll get Mred.'"

Cancer Spike Is Being Covered Up

Aside from what Cole has seen in his own lab, a military whistleblower has also come forward with

data from the Defense Medical Epidemiology Database (DMED) database showing dramatic

increases in medical visits for cancer, neurological diseases, infertility, autoimmune diseases and

several other conditions, post-jab.

The DMED is one of the best databases in the world, as the Department of Defense keeps very

close tabs on what's happening with our troops. This DMED data was presented during a hearing

led by Sen. Ron Johnson. A week after that hearing, the DoD froze access to the DMED, and when it

reopened a week later, the data were all changed to eliminate the data spikes.

"That's what was really shocking," Cole says. "I think this is basically fraud to the level of

Watergate, in terms of [there being] somebody behind the scenes, and then the private

company that actually manages that database ... manipulated it."

The DoD has tried to explain this suspicious activity claiming a "bug" in the system had resulted in

underreporting of medical conditions in the Ove years prior to 2021. The number of cancers and

other health problems were actually higher in 2015 through 2020 than initially indicated, they said.

However, how can a program error cause data corruption for Ove consecutive years and then self-

correct, resulting in perfect numbers for 2021? And how did they not notice the error earlier? Again,

this is one of the best-kept databases in the world. And how come this "bug" only affected

conditions that also just so happen to be known and/or suspected side effects of the jab?

Future Prognostication

Clearly, cancer has been on the rise for decades, thanks to dietary factors, but the COVID jabs

appear to dramatically accelerate the disease process. There are no published studies to help us

foretell the future, but based on what Cole has found so far, how long does he think it'll be before

conditions like cancer spiral out of control?

"That's a great question," he says. "One of the important Mndings I've heard from many of

these clinicians is that many of their patients who have been cancer-free for three, four, Mve

years, their PET scan looks great, no detectable disease, and after that second or third

shot, all of a sudden there's Stage 4 disease. It's like wildMre.

And this goes back to immune suppressive mechanisms, the damage that the persistent

spike protein and the persistent modiMed RNA (mRNA) cause. So, aggressive cancers

arising very quickly are one thing we're seeing. Because it's a dose-dependent poisoning

curve — in terms of the more spike you have circulating, the worse your immune system

seems to be doing — the No. 1 thing is, don't get another shot.

Because it is causing that immune suppression that's allowing those cancer mechanisms.

Over time ... I would say we're going to see a consistent twofold to threefold increase in

certain cancers, endometrial cancers, breast cancers, cancers of the prostate, cancers that

are testicular or ovarian, neurologic cancers.

This spike protein has a propensity to cross the blood brain barrier and invade neural

tissues. We know what it does to mitochondrial activity in terms of inhibiting it, blocking it,

ruining cytochrome C oxidase systems, decreasing ATP.

Cancer is a hypoxic state. When you don't have good cellular activity and cellular

respiration and hypo-oxygenation, you end up with mechanisms that can induce more

aggressive cancer. So, I think, at a minimum, [there'll be a] two- to threefold [increase] ...

over the next year or two.

We can only hope that the immune system can normalize and we come up with enough

interventions and treatments that will reverse some of this, what some people call

spikeopathy, or the different diseases that are being caused by this persistent spike. 'I don't

know' is the honest answer, but that would be my projection based on I've seen."

Excess Mortality Has Dramatically Increased

Abnormal blood clotting is another commonly reported side effect of the jabs. Post-mortem

investigations have revealed thick, extremely long rubbery clots, including in the arteries, which is

rare. The longest Cole has seen was about two feet. We're also seeing a lot of micro-clotting, heart

inKammation (myocarditis), strokes and heart attacks — all of which can have lethal consequences.

“ It's highly concerning that we have regulatory
agencies allowing the most dangerous medical
product ever released on humanity to persist in the
marketplace. ~ Dr. Ryan Cole”

In early January 2022, OneAmerica, a national mutual life insurance company, announced  the

death rate of working-age Americans (18 to 64), in the third quarter of 2021, was 40% higher than

prepandemic levels. And this excess mortality was not due to COVID infection. Many of those

deaths were in fact cardiac deaths and strokes, which Ots the injury proOle of the COVID shots.

"After they came forward, additional insurance companies said, 'We're seeing anywhere

from 30% to 50% increase in claims as well.' They have no horse in the race. They're just

observing. And I say that as a pathologist too. Look, I don't create disease. I don't prevent

disease. I'm a reporter at the scene of the crash.

My job is simply to report patterns, and then we can scientiMcally conMrm those data

patterns. And the all-cause death is increased in those who've gotten two, three shots.

Again, it's a dose-dependent curve. The more spike your body is making, the worse people

tend to do over time.

Even Walgreens came out a couple weeks ago and showed their data. Individuals that got

shots are getting COVID at higher rates. Even the mainstream media Mnally, last week — I

think it was Good Morning America — said, 'It's looking like the boosters are a bad idea

because it's immune suppressing people.'

So, we're Mnally making some progress and getting traction in the mainstream where at

least the narrative is cracking. There's a crack in the dam and it's starting to leak. Hopefully

it'll rush forward and people will go, 'Whoa, this was a bad idea. Let's stop this chaos.' But

the FDA is trying to roll it out on [infants] of all things now ... It's really tragic."

Why Was the Most Toxic Part of the Virus Chosen?

Considering autopsies have shown spike protein is still present at least four months after their last

shot, it seems reasonable to assume that severe health problems can arise months or even years

down the road. In fact, we still don't know if the body ever stops producing spike protein once this

genetically modiOed mRNA is injected.

"We know the spike is the inWammatory aspect of the virus, and our cells are made into

spike toxin factories," Cole says. "Studies out of the Salk Institute show that the spike is the

cytotoxic aspect of [COVID-19], so we're giving a shot that makes the toxic part of the virus,

and it's persisting.

That's why I think we're going to see this consistent elevation of different diseases related

to the spike, be it cardiac, strokes, chronic clotting conditions, individuals dying from

pulmonary emboli ... It's highly concerning that we have regulatory agencies allowing the

most dangerous medical product ever released on humanity to persist in the marketplace."

Neurological and Vascular Chaos

As predicted by MIT researcher Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., we're now also starting to see reports of

Creutzfeldt-Jakob — human mad cow disease — which is a prion disease that basically destroys the

brain.

Strokes in young people and children are also on the rise. Media are now trying to convince you that

this is "normal," but it is anything but. Historically, children and teens do not die from strokes. This

is a brand-new phenomenon, courtesy of the COVID jabs.

Microvascular clots (microvascular infarcts) are also a known contributing factor, in the long term,

to early onset dementia. So, that's yet another potential health avalanche in the making.

Four Helpful Remedies

I've quickly become a fan of pharmaceutical grade methylene blue, as it's been shown to improve

mitochondrial respiration and aid in mitochondrial repair. At 15 to 20 milligrams a day, it could

potentially go a long way toward resolving some of the fatigue many suffer post-jab and post-

COVID. It may also be helpful in acute strokes. The primary contraindication is if you have a G6PD

deOciency (a hereditary genetic condition), in which case you should not use methylene blue at all.

Another important remedy is near-infrared light. It triggers production of melatonin in your

mitochondria  where you need it most. By mopping up reactive oxygen species, it too helps improve

mitochondrial function and repair. Natural sunlight is 54.3% near-infrared radiation,  so this

treatment is available for free.

For neurological side effects of the shot, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI)

antidepressant called Kuvoxamine may be helpful. Cole explains the mechanism behind it:

"[Fluvoxamine] upregulates a receptor called sigma-1, which blocks another receptor called

inositol-requiring enzyme 1, which is a precursor for cytokines. So, Wuvoxamine will block

cytokine production in neural tissues. And that's why [it works]. It's not because of its

antidepressant effects. It's a cytokine precursor blocker. So, you actually are decreasing a

cytokine storm in neural tissues.

This is why one uses Wuvoxamine. There are other SSRIs, but this mechanism is very

speciMc to Wuvoxamine. It's a tough to tolerate drug for some people. It makes some people

anxious and agitated, but if you can tolerate it for two weeks, you can really turn down

those inWammatory pathways in many patients. I'm not going to say everybody, but I've

seen it work in many patients."

A fourth treatment suggestion is hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT). This too can be phenomenally

helpful for strokes, heart attacks, autoimmune diseases and neurodegenerative disorders. To learn

more, see "Hyperbaric Therapy — A Vastly Underused Treatment Modality."

IMPORTANT: COVID Shots Are Not Pharmaceutical Grade

Seneff also warned about potential unknowns arising from fragmented mRNA and impurities, as

tests have shown these jabs really are NOT pharmaceutical grade, as you'd expect. Cole comments:

"These aren't pure products, and I think this is a very important point. When PMzer

submitted vials to the European Medicines Agency to look at purity ... they were in the 50%

range ... The TGA in Australia looked at it and said, 'Look, these are only about 60% pure.'

This means you have a lot of fragmented sequences of mRNA that don't have a stop or a

start code on. They're not coding for what you think they're coding for. They're coding for

other tinier, shorter fragments. Are those mitogenic? Probably, but we don't know. Can

those reverse transcribe into our own DNA? Studies out of Sweden ... show yes, they can ...

And then, when they manufacture, they can't spin and agitate these, so you get all these

lipids that collect at the top of these big vats. So now you get some batches that are

hyperconcentrated and some are hypoconcentrated. It appears about 5% of the batches are

responsible for about 80% of the harms."

Autoimmune Diseases of All Kinds Are To Be Expected

As explained by Cole in the interview, there's a reason there's never been a successful mRNA gene

therapy product brought to market, despite 20 years of research effort. The persistence of synthetic

mRNA with pseudouridine always caused too many problems in the animal trials to move into

human trials. It caused autoimmune disease. It caused mutations. The manufacturers don't even

know if the nanolipid used to protect the mRNA is safe in humans.

"Based on the animal trials, we know there were problems and we can only predict that

that's going to happen in humanity. I want to be wrong, but from a basic immunology point

of view, I don't think I am," Cole says.

"The nanolipid particles vary in size, interestingly. I've looked at some under the

microscope. Some of them congeal and some of them stay tiny. But because of the fatty

nature of them, they will carry their little mRNA and fractionated mRNA package to any cell

in the body. And that's the biggest concern. Now it has turned any cell in your body to a

potential target [for your immune system].

An important paper came out in the European Journal of Immunology just about a month

ago by Dr. Hagemann. There's a condition called antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity.

What that means is that [the mRNA] sequence gets into your cell [and] that cell now

becomes the spike factory.

That spike is on the surface of your cell. Now your NK cells that I talked about earlier say,

'We better blow that cell up.' So now, because there's that spike on the surface, your

immune system will destroy your own cells. This is another one of the detrimental effects."

Pipeline Now Filled With Risky mRNA Shots

Making matters worse, even though the COVID shots have been shown to be a complete disaster,

the drug industry is already working on dozens of different mRNA "vaccines," thinking they now

have carte blanche to put out whatever they want using this platform.

And the reason for this continued insanity is because our health and regulatory authorities are

corrupted to the core. They are completely dishonest. They're covering up the shocking harms, and

unless something radically changes, they will allow dozens of equally dangerous mRNA gene

transfer injections to be put out.

Reactivation of Latent Viruses

The COVID jabs also downregulate pattern receptors in your body called toll-like receptors.

SpeciOcally, toll-like receptors 7 and 8 are downregulated by the mRNA and pseudouridine in these

shots. What does that do? It allows latent viruses to Kourish that would otherwise have been kept in

check.

"We've seen a big uptick in herpes family viruses, especially herpes EBV4, which is Epstein-Barr

virus [aka] mononucleosis," Cole says. So, for those with post-COVID or post-jab fatigue, long-

COVID and those with MS-like symptoms, he recommends checking for Epstein-Barr.

About 80% of MS patients have high Epstein-Barr titers. "You will Ond that a lot of these individuals

will have reactivated mono," he says. For reactivated mono, methylene blue, HBOT and nebulized

peroxide would all be indicated.

Fertility Under Attack

In the interview, Cole also reviews the potential impacts of the COVID jabs on the reproductive

system. Menstrual dysregulation appears extremely common, as is the inability to become

pregnant, despite trying for months, and spontaneous abortions are off the charts. The DMED

database also showed a strong signal for fetal malformation before it was frozen and altered.

"What we're doing to society and humanity with a previously never before used modality

and product is causing horrendous harm to the human race, with no regard for science,

with no regard for scientiMc integrity. It's a machine gone amuck," Cole says.

"There are darker forces behind it. A lot of people are making billions, but they're killing

people to do it. And it's just so unethical what we're experiencing societally. Yes, we're

causing infertility. Yes, we're causing mutations in cancers. Yes, we're causing heart

attacks and strokes. Yes, we're destroying the longevity of a younger generation. It is

horrendous.

There's no justiMcation for any doctor who can look themselves in the mirror and say, 'I feel

comfortable giving this experimental product to my patients all day long.' They need to

reWect and realize they've lost their mind, [their] critical thinking skills."

More Information

Sadly, almost everyone who's credible and trustworthy has been censored and deplatformed at this

point, so Onding them can be a challenge. To follow Cole's work, be sure to bookmark his website,

RColeMD.com. You can also Ond him on the GlobalCovidSummit.org forum.

If you are vaccine injured, the Global COVID Summit has a blockchain-based forum where you can

share your experience and it will never be taken down. You can't be censored or deplatformed. Cole

is available to answer questions in that forum.

They're also starting up another website to compete with WebMD and similar pharma-run medical

sites. It will eventually be available on DMED.com, which stands for "decentralized medicine." This

site is not yet live, but you can try it later. Cole will have a page there as well.

Other thought leaders worth tracking down and following include Dr. Peter McCullough, Dr. Robert

Malone, Dr. Pierre Kory, Dr. Paul Marik, Dr. Richard Urso, Dr. Paul Alexander, and Dr. Kirk A. Milhoan,

a pediatric cardiologist, and his wife, Dr. Kim Milhoan, just to name a few.

"These have been wonderful leaders in this movement for truth and sharing science," Cole

says. "All of us are part of the Global COVID Summit. We are 17,000 doctors strong and it's

very important that people understand that.

I mean, that's more doctors than they have at the CDC or the FDA or the NIH. This is a group

of critical thinking people standing up for your health, your freedom and your right to your

own bodily autonomy.

I think, going forward, as people are starting to wake up and part of this narrative is

cracking, let's come back together, let's communicate, let's be kind, let's help each other get

back to a more loving, peaceful, communicative society. I think if we can forgive —

obviously, there are things we don't want to forget, because we don't want this to happen

again — but try to forgive people and try to help people 'come to' again.

Just come back together in community. I think it's important that we really try to circle the

wagons again as humanity, and hopefully come back to our senses. That's a hopeful

message I would like to share."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,827 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Pathologist Speaks Out About COVID Jab Effects
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

In the wake of the COVID jab rollout and additional boosters, a number of health conditions are on the rise, including cancer, most notably

cancers of the uterus, endometrial cancers, and very aggressive blood and brain cancers

'

Cancer has been on the rise for decades, thanks to dietary factors, but the COVID jabs appear to dramatically accelerate the disease

process. Many doctors report cancer patients with stable disease, and those who have been in remission for years, will suddenly and rapidly

develop Stage 4 disease

'

A military whistleblower has come forward with data from the Defense Medical Epidemiology Database (DMED) database showing dramatic

increases in medical visits for cancers and other conditions, post-jab

'

For neurological side effects of the shot, four remedies that can be very helpful are Kuvoxamine (an antidepressant that blocks cytokine

production in neural tissues), pharmaceutical grade methylene blue (improves mitochondrial respiration and repair), near-infrared light

(triggers production of melatonin in your mitochondria) and hyperbaric oxygen therapy (boosts mitochondrial function, decreases

inKammation and much more)

'

The COVID jabs also downregulate toll-like receptors 7 and 8, which allows latent viruses such as herpes EBV4 — Epstein-Barr, aka,

mononucleosis — to Kourish that would otherwise have been kept in check

'
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When there is a president who truly does care about the health of Americans, and the truth of what went on, I hope that Dr. Ryan Cole is

offered a position that will make a difference in cleaning out the evil that runs the CDC, NIH, and whatever other government agency that

is on the take from the pharmaceuticals.
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Wouldn't it be great to see DeSantis as president and a Republican takeover of both houses? Not that the Republicans would

automatically Ox a damn thing, but they at least wouldn't continue the charge to total destruction. Then Cole, Ron Johnson, and

others would be more effective.
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Further, a President who cares about Constitution and the rule of law. This affects the area of interest we hold, natural health. And

it affects all other areas, is kernel. It is not merely the erosion of health rights, but erosion of law itself that has the current

dynamics on the uprise. Deeply important!
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Offered a position, no- Ryan Cole needs to be elected President of the United States.
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"gandy", Thanks for mentioning that, usawatchdog.com/global-cv19-vax-absolute-insanity-dr-ryan-cole/
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Thank you Dr Mercola for writing this very important article, for your bravery, ethic, staunchness and concern. We applaud and we thank

you! Dr Cole, Dr Mercola, dogs are barking because you are riding your horse. Keep your head high and gallop right on into the sunset!

The world is going to wake up, and the time is coming soon! A)www.youtube.com/watch  Johann Giesecke, WHO advisor from Sweden,

(paralleling Dr Cole) stated early into the declared Scamdemic that vaccines do not work for coronaviruses in general! So this bit about

the vax stopping the Plandemic, was a big lie right from the start! B)

nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..  Add to this that the vaxes are openly stated to not even

prevent the spread of disease, what's up with this big lie that we MUST get vax'd or else!???

C) Given the way the immune system works, and the extreme toxicity of these jabs www.fda.gov/.../download  plus the MRNA technology,

how can Any Doctor Worldwide think that these jabs will NOT produce cancer, autoimmunity, clotting, heart inKammation, neurological

disease and....??? It makes NO Sense At All to think otherwise!! What is wrong with these "Doctors" who believe that these jabs will

protect from Anything At All, and will Not Cause Harm? Heh???

I think, truthfully, this outcome was known right from the start. Experimental? D) Doctors who cowardly, unethically refuse to speak up for

fear of losing their jobs, will lose them anyway. I will repeat from before: Isn't it just perfectly obvious to the most casual observer, that the

attempt is to disempower doctors and to centralize medicine and its cookie cutter, remote practice? If doctors think they will lose their

jobs now, they surely will later on if they Don't! speak up...NOW! Please pass word along. E) Please send this very important article to

School Parent Teacher Associations. It's time for society to wake up! F) thank you all!
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Join the resistance - Tell the Truth.
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This is a case where the Cure isn't worse than the dis-ease; What is being forced on all is a substance hawked as a cure, but the

results are those of a Bioweapon, the "Cure" is the dis-ease. The excuse to use it is a snotty nose a narrow fragment of the

population may need added protection from. With all the Fear Porn, Mass Formation, it doesn't even have to be symptoms coming

from the Corona Snotty Nose Strains. Allergy symptoms? Ahhhh! It's Covid, it's everywhere, it's everywhere!

Run down tired, just the regular run of the mill cold, pimples on your - - - well never mind. Doesn't matter what or how mild or

whatever the symptom, it's Covid, get the Jab/s. When Dr. Cole expresses, "I thought, wait a minute, you can't vaccinate against

corona viruses!" - "This family of viruses is not amenable to vaccination, based on mutation rates." At the very least, to give the

beneOt of the doubt, And I Don't, this is why Global Monopoly Big Pharma may have chosen this strain.

Constant rapid mutation affords a never-ending ca$h cow. However, when we look at real world conditions and outcomes, look at

what few drizzles coming forth from Big Pharma manipulated test fogging up & burying malignant negatives, it seems they had a

clear picture of what these Jab/s were all about, and the use of them are for nothing good for Humanity or Life in Our Garden,

Planet Earth. When Dr. Cole shares, "Hey look, I'm seeing what you're saying, but I can't say it because I'll get Ored," is frustrating to

say the least.

With so many repeated & forgotten phony Plandemics over the last 4 decades, when this Orst started and most everyone is stuck

in wait, what is going on? When frontline health workers are wondering with all of us, is one thing. For this to go on for over two

years & the obvious mountain of grief, I can't because I'll get Ored loses any meaning. Getting dead is getting Ored permanently

from more than a job, it's getting Ored from living a life worth living.
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Dr. Cole came to my attention in September 2021 when he announced a 20 percent rise in uterine cancer in pathology, meaning

they were dead. I think of those I know who have cancer, had cancer, in remission, asking them not to get the shot, the second shot

or one of the boosters and all of them ignored. None even went to sites I gave with information. It is stunning the level of ignorance

and stupidity that has taken hold of so many people; I do not want to be cruel but due diligence is a giftit is using critical thinking

skills by researching. We have no idea the long term effects that will start coming forward in adults, and our children and the

babies born to those who took the jab.   Will see truth? We did here.
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I hope the world is waking up and it's coming soon. I'm expecting a long, drawn out process though. When almost every doctor,

employer, political leader, and media outlet is guilty of such malfeasance, they'll Oght tooth and nail to preserve the narrative. I've

thought we just need enough severely jab-damaged people that they and their loved ones would be fed up enough to call out the

madness. But no - witness the Biebers, the Illinois congressman whose 17-year old daughter actually died, et. al. It looks like there

is nothing that will bring the believers around. A DeSantis presidency could be huge though.
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Society wakes up when they see the message. Get on the streets with signage. Your choice. MSM can't ignore. Each week we are

on the streets with signs I see more support. Last Friday not one middle Onger bird Kip. That is a Orst.
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juststeve and all... I worry that, what are actually adverse reactions to the jab will become classiOed as new diseases. Then, there

will be a new vaxine for each of them. Rather than admitting they are symptoms of a toxic jab or the infectious agents it contains, it

will be claimed that they are diseases that can be prevented by another vaxine. You are correct in stating that the cure is the

disease.
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Just as they call stem cell injections for knees, etc. "experimental" and insurance will not cover it. I was bone on bone, surgery the

nly answer. Went to my eye dr's dr to get stem cells. He had done 4 years prior and knees in great shape. After evaluation, i spent

1-1/2 hrs in his ouce, got up, walked out, climbed into my Astro van and drove 45 miles home. Cane still leaning against the wall 4

years later. There was a PRP treatment 6 months later, again using blood, cells from my own body so no rejection problems. Again

1-1/2 hrs later drove home. No pain pills, hospital stay, surgeons, etc. to pay for. Total bill $4680.00. Dr. Crane has done this for

over 15 years, Oxford University over 25 years.

EXPERIMENTAL??? It is just that hospitals, surgeons, etc. drug companies do not make money on it. Try to get knee sugery for

both knees for that price with no side effects! I had therapy to rebuild my muscles after years of sitting. Even lymphoma failed to

do me in in 2000. Dr. Mercola, organic, put me in remission in 2001, Orst patient my Oncologist had to survive. Still in remission in

2022. A friend who had surgery is now using a cane, walker, cannot garden, drive. My primary who I see once a year for wellness

visit asks me if want the jab, says I have to ask. I hope to drop her soon as keto, herbs now has my diabetes under control unless i

have a pity party, then it takes longer to bring blood sugar down.A1c has been at 6.7 for 2 years now.

I stopped Crestor and aspirin because of side effects, beginning to get ulcer, other problems. I now use turmeric for blood thinner,

no more sudden nose bleeds with blood dripping all over my clothes, running around with kleenix shoved in my nose to catch it. As

of now, all I take is herbs, vitamins. Organic food, raw milk. Now to stock up before they cut off my ability to get them. I do think

now is the time to stop complaining about things, and start taking action. We all have a mouth, use it.
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The CD147 receptor (Also called Emmprin or basigin (Bsg)) is involved with cancer and a tumor's malignant progression,

invasiveness, and metastasis, myocardial infarction (heart attack) and ischemic stroke, clotting, and inKammation. CD147

regulates cell proliferation, apoptosis, and tumor cell migration, metastasis and differentiation, especially under hypoxic

conditions. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC4227170  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24372217  

It was found that the spike protein ALONE which is related to ALL COVID-19 VACCINES, without any infectious virus, is able to

interact with CD147 (Emmprin) receptors and set off pro inKammatory signalling typical of the cytokine storm (ELISA

measurement of MCP1, IL-6, IL-1, TNF) through the CD147 (Emmprin) receptor as one target and also induced the secretion of

pro-apoptotic factors responsible for Endothelial Cell death ... ALL WITHOUT ANY DIRECT INFECTION/BINDING TO THE CELLS

THEMSELVES REQUIRED AT ALL.

Here, The COVID-19 associated heart's microvascular dysfunction is caused by the circulating Spike protein molecules rather than

by the direct coronavirus infection of Human cardiac (heart) pericytes.

academic.oup.com/eurheartj/article/42/Supplement_1/ehab724.3383/639156..  Higher BMI and older age lead to higher

expression of CD147-related genes on immune cells, CD147-related genes correlated positively with age and BMI.

onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../all.14429  

In addition, another study showed that CD147 expression is induced by high glucose (25 mM) concentration in monocytes

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20810913  This says CD147 deletion inhibited the NF-B/NLRP3 signaling pathway so CD147 drives

inKammation also www.frontiersin.org/.../full  Never Oght until you have to... But when it's time to Oght, you gotta Oght like you're

the third monkey on the ramp at Noah's Ark and brother, it's startin' to rain.
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It was a research team lead by Dr. Barney Graham from the Vaccine Research Center at the NIH NIAID who created an engineered

form of the spike protein that was said to be unable to make the shape change required to effectively bind to cells like ACE2

therefore making the spike protein "safe" for use in vaccination, but that can be considered wrong information or perhaps

misdirection to promote false safety of the vaccines because binding to cells like ACE2 is now found to not be necessary to cause

the harm shown from the spike protein of SARS-Cov-2.

Instead one target of the spike protein ALONE is shown to be through activation of CD147 receptor signalling and not ACE2,

without requiring any direct infection/binding to the cells at all. This spike protein is not just in use in Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine,

but also in the COVID-19 vaccines by J & J, Novavax, POzer/BioNTech, and CureVac

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/07/21/guess-who-develo..  This is just one conOrmed harm, along with the

added effects of Lipid Nanoparticles as another which are also shown to be highly inKammatory

www.biorxiv.org/.../2021.03.04.430128v2.full  

the S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein ALONE was enough to induce the very same COVID-19-like symptoms including

severe inKammation of the lungs and cytokine storm-EVEN WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF INTACT VIRUS - it produces

biochemically, immunologically and histologically evident COVID-19 like Acute lung injury (ALI), including the “cytokine storm”.

scitechdaily.com/sars-cov-2-spike-protein-alone-may-cause-covid-19-lun..  Full study:

journals.physiology.org/.../ajplung.00223.2021  So the spike protein is showing to be PRODUCING all the exact same symptoms of

the very illness it is supposed to be protecting the people from, including the cytokine storm.
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@jackienseir yes its possible. The new BA.4 and BA.5 strains circulating now have more in common with the earlier, more

dangerous Alpha and Delta variants because they may have evolved to refavour infection of lung cells, according to preliminary

data from the University of Tokyo and colleagues. The highly transmissible original Omicron had targeted upper respiratory tract

tissue, which may be why the infections tended to be milder initially in most people. www.biorxiv.org/.../2022.05.26.493539v1  It

should also be noted that it is being witnessed in many countries now, that those even developing asymptomatic or mild

conditions with the SARS-CoV-2 BA.4 or BA.5 variants or subvariants, tend to develop pneumonia later. This study Ondings showed

that that BA.4 and BA.5 viruses are more than four times as likely to escape antibodies in individuals who've been vaccinated and

boosted compared with BA.2 viruses causing breakthroughs even in those infected with the most recent BA.2.12.1 variant!

Expect reinfections occurring with shorter intervals between them www.biorxiv.org/.../2022.05.26.493517v1  and as to your

question, expect clinical manifestations in every reinfection to be far worse than the previous whether unvaccinated, 1 shot, or 2 or

more shots.. www.thailandmedical.news/news/washington-university-study-conOrms-tha..  Imo this is due to the better

suppression of the immune response to clear especially the omicron variants, causing initial asymptomatic cases but lead to long

time chronic inKammation as it replicates over time in tissues, but unvax should fare best.

www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-latest-u-s-nih-study-reveals-vi..  Video: videocast.nih.gov/watch=45296
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...Research however is also currently underway to determine if those with Post Omicron coughs with viral persistence are also still

shedding active viral particles into the air meaning are we dealing mostly with only spike proteins via vaccinations that then cause

viral persistence even with negative pcr tests leading to shedding, or there is also these active fully intact viruses spreading as well

which can therefore have additional harm. Example: the whole study Ondings provided evidence of epigenome-wide variations in

the DNA patterns of COVID-19-recovered individuals who had experienced mild to moderate symptoms throughout their

SARS-CoV-2 infection compared to non-infected control subjects.

Both in vitro and in vivo exposure caused epigenetic modulation of pathways that also affect odour perception. Note that some of

these genes are involved in very critical pathways in the human body including cancer and tumor control! Worryingly, the

over-representation analyses also showed that the 66 module genes were involved in pathways such as the signaling of

muscarinic acetylcholine receptors 1 and 3, apoptosis signaling, and gonadotropin-releasing hormone receptor pathway.

www.tandfonline.com/.../15592294.2022.2089471
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Jackie, I suggest to all people to read books about immune physiology as written by doctors. This can shed a lot of light, and

knowledge is power!  Datadragon, your detailed knowledge is brilliant. However, I would strongly suggest that even if the previous

infection caused ongoing inKammation and possible immune imbalance, it depends on *which way* the immune system is tilted

(is the seesaw high on the right side and low on the left, or vice versa? To oversimplify as analogy) which leads either to cancer or

autoimmunity and inKammation, all things depending. With the toxic vax ingredients plus MRNA combined, it seems almost

*inevitable!* that autoimmunity and cancer would both be outcomes, depending on which way a person's immune system is tilted

previously and on detox responses, which vary with each individual. Disclaimer: I write as well informed and well studied layperson

but not as a doctor. This is my personal opinion but not medical advice. Dr MERCOLA, a shout to you, what are your thoughts about

the virus leading to cancer vs the vax? Can each independent of the other lead to cancer? Thank you.
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Almond, yes, this is their favorite game, create a problem to sell solutions heavy in their favor all creating more problems to sell

solutions. They are already hawking every Jab in their inventory.
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Prayer Circle: Please let us join together in prayer daily, or several times per week as you see Ot, for the entire Coronavirus Scamdemic

saga to come to an end, the truth to dawn, for peaceful resolution to the world's problems, for medical truth and integrity, and restoration

of civil liberties by peaceful means. Let us all invoke the spirit of peace, the spirit of truth, the spirit of love, praying that they illuminate,

guide and inspire the spirit of all, focusing our prayer thoughts at dinner time. Thank you all.
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I believe that this interruption is coming to an end, albeit slowly! We must remain calm but vigilant and speak truth no matter what.

Prayer is deOnitely a mighty resource and should be exercised on a daily basis. The power and energy from doing that is

unfathomable!
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Yes, love this. I would also invoke the spirit of courage, which we all need. Courage for those who need to speak up, courage for

those who have to deal with plandemic repercussions, such as losing loved ones, and for those of us that remain, courage to face

the future challenges, which feel like a series of looming tsunamis.
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I will not ever understand how humans blindly follow, what they are told. When I look at the history of medical failures and recalls (all the

time) Why would you allow yourself to be "treated" ? This vax made my instincts scream, forbidden ! All my family took it.......out of fear.

These medical "people" created many new cash cow situations for themselves. Please........don't jump into anything they tell you. Don't let

fear rule your life. Years down the line......the outlook is bleak , for those that bought the lies. I am sorry for the misery that will be inKicted

on the vaxed and their families. Go back to God and nature for your healing. Blessings for the future.
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Think the worse aspect of all of this is we all have known what would happen and yet no one was ever stopped in the least from

implementing it all and still are. Such a tragedy, but assured proOts for Pharma for decades treating the new crop of sickly unlike

ever seen. The dye is cast
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The clueless promoting of trusting science is sickening. A yearly event by Milwaukee. WI brings musical talent at Summerfest

along the lake. A local comedian/singer that regularly entertains at this festival and myself enjoy attending his show, was angered

by his song about science! A quirky, silly, catchy, rhyming melody about compliance to science! Well that right there me cold had

enjoyed his shows in past but that science song ended my joy! The crowd went nuts for the damn song just to prove majority are

brainwashed.

I, too, trusted science until my past 35 years have been of autoimmune disease, infections, etc that my leaving conventional

medicine and researching alternatives/holistic health, lead to doctors like Dr. Mercola to understand the corrupt system! All around

me trust science and look down on me for not getting jabbed..or look down on me for choosing holistic ways! I pray so every day

that doctors, like Dr. Mercola, are given courage to Oght this battle for humanity!
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I am sorry for the misery that will be inKicted on the UN- vaxxed when we can't access food and lifesaving medications because

the shot is obviously going to be the 'system' outside of which humanity will be forbidden to function. It makes no sense otherwise.

Some things nature can't heal.
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Much of it became clear back when we saw that many US kids were not allowed schooling unless they took the Ku jab. But the

vaccinated still remained 'spreaders' for a further two weeks - assuming they got the right jab for the correct strain - highly unlikely

anyway. Really, such crap we are expected to believe.
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Lunarcat, I can't understand it either. I think fear is the great underpinning and was the game plan from the start, it couldn't be any

more obvious. Also, a friend observed decades ago, before computers became the norm: "People sit in front of the TV and it

'thinks' for them" so people are in a trance-like, somewhat hypnotic state by habit! I can't fathom this. I grew up without TV and am

a critical thinker! But some of my family members still fall for the ruse. I don't get it. Cant' people put 2+2 together? It circles back

again to the underpinnings of fear. I like the acronym THAW, Time Heals All Wounds. God bless.
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Mattias Desmet recently published a great book that gives an answer to your Orst question. It's called:  The Psychology of

Totalitarianism. There are also many good interviews with him on YouTube.
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@ Clh8735: "Follow the science" means you are being lied to. Because of all of the media lies around CV and the "vax"-- I've started

to question the "science" about climate change, and low and behold, it is also NOT settled science. There are plenty of physicists

that disagree with the mainstream narrative, and several excellent books by extremely qualiOed scientists that offer opposing

views.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/17/2022 1:06:11 PM
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many people are preoccupied with immediate problems such as how to keep food on the table and gas in their tanks. However, I

have been reading the headlines and am also very concerned about social breakdown leading not only to increased crime rates,

but seriously aberrant behaviors. There is a lack of righteous thinking. There are many crazy people on the loose. While there are a

number of causes, it is obvious that people are not healthy or well-socialized. For some it is simply a lack of a proper upbringing.

Others are severely brain-damaged. These people are making a bad social situation worse. Certain abhorrent crimes used to be

extremely rare. Sadly, they have now become routine announcements in the news. In addition to pandemics (whether real or

fabricated), we are deOnitely dealing with a pandemic of insanity!!! (Some of the criminals also wear expensive suits.) When I was

a child, parents did not have so many concerns about our safety, for example. Kidnapping children and selling them into sexual

slavery was beyond our comprehension.
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Guns were common, but we did not have mass shootings. Guns were carried in pick up racks and it did not occur to people to

break into a locked vehicle and steal them. The risk these crazy and demented individuals present to others is every bit as

dangerous as shortages and govt overreach. It is hardly surprising that gun purchases are up and more people are carrying.

Interestingly, a friend mentioned bringing up this issue at her women's bible study group.

A surprising number of the women opened their purses to reveal that they were packing. None were looking for trouble, but the

mama bears were prepared (riots). Long ago, I purchased a beautiful navy leather purse at a secondhand shop, because the color

works well with denim. Only quite a while later did I realize there was a secret concealed pouch in the side of the purse to carry a

pistol. Because of the color, I assume it once belonged to a policewoman... but, maybe not.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A great summation of the mass poisoning of the planet by Dr. Cole...Along with methylene blue, sunshine/sauna, H2O2, and HBOT, look at

Megadosing Vitamin C; to reduce blood viscosity, to power killer cells and macrophages, to increase interferon, to oppose hypoxia/HIF1

complications/cancers and improve overall charge terrain...Look at NAC/RALA/MSM sulfur to improve circulation, reduce and detox

metals/copper/angiogenesis and promote antioxidant glutathione production. Both Vit C and glutathione mop-up ROS free

rads......Attend to magnesium deOciencies, seasalt and use bicarbonates to alkalize, increase O2 penetration and strengthen body-battery

electrolytes. Oxidizing H2O2, O3, MMS chlorite therapies destroy unwanted pathogens, proteins and cancers.

Probiotica, the other half of our cells, do wonderful biochemistry too. HBOT is great, but Qui Gong/Yogic/Iceman breathwork are valuable

as well. Proteolytic enzymes remove Obrin Olms and improve O2 penetration. "It's always the Oxygen"..because it's always electron energy

that powers life....BTW..These therapies and simple life-skills work for all the diseases, and that knowledge gives Independence and

alternatives to "The Science" of health extortion. I'm sure Dr. Cole has little time to explore all these prohibited/forbidden treatments, so I

hope he reads this post... More stuff; zx4.bc9.myftpupload.com/forum-comments
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diane.1961
Joined On 4/1/2022 7:08:06 AM
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Just read the link you shared, most excellent info that I will save and share! Thx!
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katndognco
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I read a great article written by you recently! I believe it was on Lew ?? Website.
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Kat, Thanks! This one? www.lewrockwell.com/2022/06/no_author/those-nefarious-neocons-and-thei..  Or;

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/06/no_author/police-and-military-atten-hut  Or;

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/05/no_author/what-really-really-hurts/  Or probably this;

www.lewrockwell.com/.../doctor-doctor-mr-m-d  Maybe one of my all time favorites?

greenmedinfo.com/.../its-always-oxygenreally  I'm either the coolest guy you know, or the biggest butt-hole on the planet.
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Cool people live on the plane, not planet. The "T" was added to glorify Nimrod's son, Tammuz who is the one born on December

25th.
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@forbidden... and let's not forget getting one's bare feet on the earth to get grounded.
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Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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Here are the latest VAERS numbers for deaths and adverse reactions in 1 to 5 year olds getting jabbed, plus the latest overall death count

from the jabs. Stunning numbers. secularheretic.substack.com/.../has-spielberg-seen-the-light
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Hi Krofter, you'll need to Ond the link but Karen Kingston mentioned to Reiner Fuellmich and the Corona Committee near the end of

her interview that numerous kids ended up with seizures, 6 to 9 times per day. Could be why so few kids (10) to (12) are listed in

the actual trial completion.
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Yes, those were the trials that weren't. Any sane entity would have thrown out those trials as complete garbage.
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I am noticing more and more people who are dying or have serious health issues after having received the C-Jab. I Ond myself asking the

question, "but did he/she get the "jab?" The answer is always a "yes." It's awful to see and hear about people I know or who live in my

community who are now displaying heart problems, brain issues and even death just a few months after their getting the jab. It's

happening in my small town in northern California and all over our country. It's heartbreaking! Let us pray for resolution!
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Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM
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My neighbor recently died and they’re blaming covid. She got all the jabs offered and had COPD. She got pneumonia(later was said

to have covid), hospitalized but released in a matter of days with many prescriptions. A few weeks passed thinking she’s improved

to her hubby Onding her passed out on Koor. Rush her to hospital where she dies from blood clots. They are told covid caused the

blood clotsnot the jabs. Either way the evil job was done.$$ was made off her suffering/death. Her spouse is devastated of her

passing..but still clueless! Just blames the virus and he will get whatever jab is recommended! Terribly sad! We must pray

relentlessly to stop the demon!
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Excellent Article, but this is also happening to the ones that didn't take the jab.  I talked to a friend and she needs to go in for a biopsy and

myself, I'm getting autoimmune diseases early expressing themselves like Rheumatioid Arthritis and I can't get over how fast it is

progressing. RA doesn't just affect your joints, but it effects all the cells in your body because they don't recognize your other cells and

attack them.  I can't get over my Exhaustion and how much I sleep just to be able to function. I can't get things done at all like I used too

and it is very discouraging.  The only thing I can think of is it may be due to shedding. I don't socialize a whole lot since the pandemic, but

it has to be surrounding us in the air.  Goes to show you how may were jabbed and I view things as my whole life has changed and my

relationships have changed all because of this pervasive virus being in the air ;-(
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Look into a anti-inKammatory diet: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34684536 . And then there's this... the solution for spike proteins

could help with RA: www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/ivermectin-and-hydroxychloroquine-mor..
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elle100
Joined On 12/3/2021 11:56:44 AM
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Had a gathering this weekend, a few adults and children for 4th of July. The adults, some have businesses, were chatting about the

obvious conditions that exist today. They were clearly disturbed about the subject. The main question they all asked was WHERE IS

EVERYONE? According to the Feds they are not paying people covid money any longer. So, where is everyone? Business owners can't Ond

people to work. Homeowners can't Ond help unless in a large city, then it's "line up"! Flights are being cancelled in droves--the word is that

there are not enough pilots to Ky the planes. So where is everyone? They are injured (disability roles 2.9 million increase--never before) or

dead. Based on the evidence I think these people are dead or on the disability rolls and therefore gone anyway.

That's why we can Ond few people to work. They are no longer alive. This fact is clearly being covered up by the FakeSM propaganda

streaming 24/7. Death, if you follow the market, is now a growth business--never before. There are few workers and too many jobs. And

now we cannot Ky and be anywhere on the date required because there is no one to Ky the number of destinations available. No

question--THE POLICIOS AND BUREAUCRATS ARE CLEARLY LYING. THEIR DEPOPULATION KILL-SHOT HAS WORKED AND CONTINUES

TO WORK. WE ARE STANDING IN THE KILLING FIELD. Soon, the stupid people will catch on and ask--Where is everyone?
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Iwantthetruth
Joined On 1/3/2017 2:56:33 PM
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elle100, So true! Never gave that a thought, but thank you for bringing it out. Evil seems to have taken over, for sure.
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Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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At this point, instead of Covid and shot numbers, I'd like to see death/disability stats. It would be far more enlightening.
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karlspid
Joined On 6/16/2008 5:09:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stats in UK and USA are showing a massive increase in all-cause mortality but where reported on its being blamed on lock-downs

etc
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DFinlaysonMD
Joined On 3/9/2010 10:22:36 AM
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Lymphocytopenia is common in Covid. Retinoic acid depletion reverses the low Lymphocyte count. doi.org/.../j.mehy.2020.110250  Low

retinoic acid helps to kill cancer cells (apoptosis).  J. Clin. Med. 2020, 9, 360; doi:10.3390/jcm9020360 And so Indra weaves the net upon

which we dance.
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This study mentioned that the SARS-CoV-2 virus is also able to bind with the STRA6 receptors found in the human host to gain

entry in to neurons, immune cells and also other cell types. STRA6 mediates cellular uptake of vitamin A by recognizing

RBP-retinol to trigger release and internalization of retinol. Hence COVID-19 may leads to downregulation of STRA6 receptor

leading to inhibition of the regulatory function of retinoic acid and cholesterol, contributing to infection phase and Long COVID

symptoms and complications including lymphopenia, neurological disorders, disrupted RIG-I pathway, interferon inhibition,

cytokine storm initiation, diabetes, hormonal imbalance, thrombosis, and smell loss.

www.thailandmedical.news/news/study-reveals-sars-cov-2-also-binds-with..  

Further there are interrelationships between zinc and vitamin A, and zinc is brought into the cell upon inKammation or infection

(IL-6) which can lower availability of zinc and retinol if ongoing. InKammation also lowers cyp enzymes. The innate immune

response releasing pro inKammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, may also have the ability to suppress xenobiotic-metabolizing

CYP450 enzymes as well. www.xenotech.com/access-adme-research-resources/resources/cytokine-med..  Expression of CYP450

enzymes is downregulated in the hepatic tissue during the host response to inKammation or infection

ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../clpt.2008.302  Liver disease as well

ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1016/j.clpt.2006.05.006
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Joined On 6/19/2006 6:48:51 PM
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I have been following Dr. Mercola for over two decades. I thank God for him. I would never get the Covid shot and I've been out and about

for the past 2 and 1/2 years living my life around multiple people and have never gotten Covid. I follow Mercola's supplement

recommendations.  I personally know people who have had adverse reactions from the shot, including 2 with blood cots in their leg,

shingles, nose bleeds that required multiple visits to ER to stop, 2 with neurological problems, Covid and pneumonia afterwards 5, Bells

Palsy, and one diagnosed with heart failure 3 days after second shot.  The majority will not connect the shot to their problems including

my daughter.  Living in the Twilight Zone with these people is a struggle.
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Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's pathetic that all doctors (with any brains) are not standing up against this corrupt 'health industry'. They swore an oath to help people

and do no harm. But no, they only worry about the money they may lose and their 'wonderful doctor' (false) reputation. If they all got up

and stood together they could stop this, they would be hero's. As people die off, how will they feel then? Will their offspring be proud of

the? I think not.
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The same problem confronting those 'pathetic doctors' has been confronting the users of these products. Here's the problem. They

have created a situation where many have to make a choice between their careers and playing russian roulette with their lives by

taking these bioweapons. Actors, Athletes, musicians, artists, doctors, scientists, pilots. The list goes on. These are careers

people are passionate about with deep investments of time and money. And the powers that be are saying these shots or lose your

career, your job, your passions. The only way this scam gets power is by people refusing to make sacriOces, and they are very big

sacriOces for some. And when presented with these sacriOces, some people knowingly take the risk with the vaccine, some don't

want to believe it's bad so they are delusional, and there are those who believe anything they are told by their government and or

the health industry, so they believe these shots are a good thing.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The doctors ARE the corrupt "health" industry. The gloriOed foot soldiers carrying out their orders without question.
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Anyone with eyes opened can see the evidence that the "jabs" aren't preventing Covid-19. Yet still the mandates. But there are

consequences. "What Does the Guard Do with 40,000 Unvaccinated Soldiers? No One Knows"

 www.military.com/daily-news/2022/06/30/what-does-guard-do-40000-unvacc..
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brodiebrock12
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Mikovits had been saying this for years about most vaccines and injections. The activation of what would mostly be dormant issues in

bodies. Like who really believes the criminals whom we all know orchestrated the whu-Ku era were not fully aware of this? Its a BOON for

Pharma now having so many more SICK bodies to treat for decades. Create the problem and then provide the false altruistic compassion

solution. Its no coincidence we have seen a almost simultaneous roll out of high proOle ads by Pharma and PSA's marketing directly to

consumers on shingles, VAIDS, cancer, neurodegenerative issues. Its all been so obvious hasn't it, YET not ONE person or entity has yet to

be remotely held accountable...not ONE!
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Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM
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It’s been years of gimmicking whackseens to be nothing but life savingso engrained in society..no one questions. I was

experiencing gut/bowel issues for some years and the Ku jab made it worse. I read The Truth about Vaccines and my eyes were

opened wide. A true manipulation and humans are the Guinea pigs. I am drug freeand ended all jabs after reading the above.  God

created our miraculous bodies and science has done everything to disgrace the beauty of Gods creationplus Gods worldcreating a

toxic environment. Corrupt science created division, hate to push towards their Agenda 2030!  Pray people..,repent trust in only

Godnot this corrupt science! There are those behind real sciencelike Dr. Mercola! A paradigm shift in

medicine/science/government is a must! But need unitystrength in numbers to wake those asleep!!!
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the best Mercola articles / interviews on the subject. As a clinician, I found Dr. Cole's information both conOrmatory and

educational.
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, and your dedicated and excellent team for putting this educational and informative article together. I've already

included and updated this on my ZIP archive for holistic treatment protocols for pre-and-post COVID-19 jabs. Keep up the excellent and

purposeful Oght. For me, you are one of those Bringers of the Light. drive.proton.me/.../X7RKH1STVR
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Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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Fluvoxamine? That's an SSRI. SSRIs are known to cause homicidal behavior in some men. SSRIs are behind many of the mass shootings.

They are a danger to the general public. I can't imagine Dr. Mercola is unaware of this. There needs to be a caveat. In my opinion, SSRIs,

should be banned.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM
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Fluvoxamine is also recommended by the FLCCC. Is this a case of the lesser of two evils.
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sharkloon
Joined On 4/18/2007 10:35:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish people refer to Alina Chan's work specializing in gene therapy and cell engineering at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard. She is

the geneticist that identiOed 4 or 5 genes in SARS-CoV-2 that proved it was man-made! She's had to go into hiding. Notably the Broad

Institute (biggest gene network in the world?) di not Ore her not did cut her loose or deny her Ondings.
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what bothers me is that the mainstream media is still promulgating the lie; they still always report any death or injury from the vax as

death or injury from covid, and the public still doesn't question that. In my county, they still report large numbers of people with covid, and

"one person in the hospital with covid", but I personally know that one person, and she is getting surgery. I don't think that people with

covid normally need surgery, but I'm sure she and her daughter were vaccinated; her daughter is also sick with "covid".
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I like an appreciate Ryan Cole's work. Cole on using SSI's like Kuvoximine to: “turn down those inKammatory pathways in many patients.

I'm not going to say everybody, but I've seen it work in many patients." A fourth treatment suggestion is hyperbaric oxygen therapy

(HBOT). This too can be phenomenally helpful for strokes, heart attacks, autoimmune diseases and neurodegenerative disorders. To

learn more, see "Hyperbaric Therapy — A Vastly Underused Treatment Modality." “ I am against SSRI’s like Kuvoxamine. Mikovits said

Cannabis is a dimmer switch on the immune system. We all have an endocannabinoid system, and cannabis was made for it.

Not the high THC grade that makes you high, and not by smoking it. CDS is a poor mans choice for hyperbaric oxygen. Andreas Kalcker

said it's effective against vaccine injuries. It oxygenates the blood and normalizes the electrical potential of cells. I have found no vial

examinations by third parties showing these injections have any biological life. How can non-biologics alter DNA? How can mostly carbon

and oxygen present mRNA messaging inside cells? I would love to see an explanation for this. AFAIK, none of these vials have

phosphorus or nitrogen. Stefani Seneff’s work was strictly a genetic evaluation based upon the SARS CoV-2 spike protein alleged to be

coded in the shots, much like James Lyons-Weiller’s “COVID Vaccine and Pathologic Priming paper.

Where is the work showing how this non-biological material found in COVID vials contains mRNA? While everything that's being said

about the spike protein's pathology sounds like a it makes sense, what if what's causing these pathologies is the nature of 'self

assemblying nanoparticles' composed of non-biological, graphene oxides? That would change the game on vaccine injury treatments.

that would change the focus to Onding ways to degrade and eliminate graphene oxides, graphene hydroxides, and whatever else is

actually in the vials.
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chris2244
Joined On 8/9/2015 10:52:17 AM
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Prof. Burkhart's pathological Ondings of all the covid injected showed SPIKE PROTEIN EXPRESSION inside entire organs and on

different cell types. That sort of expression will happen ONLY after the genetic reprogramming the of these cells while forcing

them to produce spike! Can you please show the location of the mass spec data of a reasonable amount of different injection

vials??? I didn't see ANY, except for one polish scientist who investigated 5 samples, from one box... If I remember right, there was

phosphorous and nitrogen in some.
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Joined On 2/16/2010 8:25:45 AM
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Photos and discussion of the "blood clots found during autopsies of Covid vaccinated people.

rumble.com/vtcsgw-worldwide-exclusive-embalmers-Ond-veins-and-arterie..  And another....

www.vaccinedeaths.com/2022-06-12-blood-clots-microscopy-suddenly-died...
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola for highlighting Dr. Cole, another hero in the Oght to reveal the truth about the damage being caused by these

vaccines. I'm blessed to have found an excellent D.O. here in south Florida, but due to his very busy practice, he doesn't have time to read

your daily articles. So, I print what I consider the "best of the best" for him, as he highly respects you. He reads and shares the articles,

saves them in his Oles and sincerely thanks me. I also print articles for friends and family dealing with their speciOc medical problems. I

pray daily for the truth to rise, and this website is part of the answer! Stay strong fellow Mercolans!
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM
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This is scary to the nth degree! A former coworker and I have discussed women who’ve been vaccinated and men trying to impregnate

them not being able to have children or having children “with issues” and people getting the vaccines (double or triple vaccinated and/or

boosted). We, as lay persons, were seeing strange things happening but but mainstream media refuses to look link any negative health

outcomes to the shots but might say those outcomes were due to Coronavirus instead of the shots themselves. How many high school,

college athletes and pro football/basketball/ soccer players have to drop dead while playing before someone in those professions sound

the alarm?

The network and cable news in-house medical doctors are worthless mouthpieces for the people they work for and BigPharma who

spends billions to advertise to those outlets. They are sadly misinforming us all. One of them is a type 2 diabetic, uses an Insulin Pen, has

been double vaccinated and boosted and brags about it when discussing the latest Coronavirus stats Monday thru Friday! I m watching to

see when “her” health severely declines and what she blames it on. Hopefully one day some brave journalists in mainstream media will

break ranks and exposes how we have all been duped by the CDC, NIH and Lord God Almighty Dr. Fauci who has gotten Coronavirus

himself!
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Tikvah2
Joined On 4/25/2017 7:25:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have 3 granddaughters, ages 5, 3 and 1 and a 2-year-old grandson, all of whom will be receiving their covid "vaccinations" very soon. I

am praying they will have fevers that will prevent that and circumstances to disrupt their parents plans. We are heartsick at the thought,

but have no voice in their choices. I was scoffed at when mentioning shedding. Dr. Mercola's article on mass psychosis helped me

understand what's going on, but it's so diucult to standby and say nothing while our grandchildren are poisoned. The parents truly do not

want to hear the truth.
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Iwantthetruth
Joined On 1/3/2017 2:56:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tikvah2, I feel your pain. Why are so many parents so willing to subject their kids to this is beyond me. The only explanation is the

brainwashing, or poisoning, that has been going on. So sad. I have grandchildren and am so glad my daughter is against it. God

can block any damage. Pray!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if with the issues with the brain causing prion disease (mad cow/mad people) if we couldn't see at least a limited "Zombieland"?

Those were people with a disease infected brain - they were not dead, they were diseased. Humans are self destructive and never seem

to learn humility or its place in the world/universe.
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bchristine
Joined On 7/1/2012 6:58:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EXCELLENT interview with Dr. Ryan Cole. So much critical information was relayed, thank you.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reinforced knowing of what we all have known for some time is great for sure, but last I checked all the same people who

orchestrated all of this are in their exact same positions smiling and winking at us all. The real deOnition of insanity is what again?
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purenaturecures
Joined On 10/9/2016 4:16:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the meantime, POzer has just announced a new wave of the pandemic. Their proOts must be drying up...
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Goldilocks1
Joined On 7/8/2010 5:13:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems that, at least in the UK, there is a considerable and worrying increase in people suffering from "brain fog" but nobody writing

about this in the MSM is talking of a possible link with the jabs. No surprise there, of course! But are other countries experiencing this

phenomenon?
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM
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Always interesting, informative chatter interspersed with the personal care tidbits from each life, which I can do without.  A reappraisal of

the past years in the United States' response to a misfortune which it Onanced leads me to conclude that neither of our geriatric "leaders",

Trump and Biden, were that hot.  "Warp Speed" is a catchy phrase but obviously a costly, hysterical response to events requiring, but not

getting, deliberate examination.  Bell the cat, or the politician who uses it. As for the Nazi and Soviet mention, recall that the victors, the

U.S. among others, capitalized on what these regimes did. Research Operation Paperclip, a CIA integration of Nazi technology after

Germany's defeat. "Never let a crisis go to waste."
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Warp Speed, my posterior. Those jabs had been in development for years and were ready by October 2019. Operation Covert 19.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depressing isn't it? From virtue signaling and outrage over torturous medical experimentation to offering the perpetrators every

safety and and monetary advantage to exploit the knowledge they had derived from their crimes.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dialectic, two-armed Craft. MYSTERY. Key word there is 'warped'!
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM
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Warp Speed is a joke! Plan in motion for years prior.  “Vaccine” already in place by Fauci and Baric., and others.  Conspiracy? Nope!

We were told in advance — Event 201; WEF agenda and more. The “elites” ideology — impetus for mass formation psychosis.
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mrobbins2
Joined On 3/20/2021 6:24:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It bothers me when I hear people say we are called to forgive, as this is not entirely true. While I am not a Scriptural scholar, I have been

studying Scripture, almost every day, for over thirty years. I am convinced that the reason humanity is in this mess is because we have

turned away from the instructions of God Almighty and instead follow the customs and traditions of whatever society we are in. While the

American founding fathers tried to use spiritual principles as a Olter for man made laws, today, that facade has been completely removed

and pagan principles are the rule of law. Take any society today and see if their laws are based on the spiritual principles of their God or

the principles of rich men.

There is a spiritual practice of confession, atonement, and repentance required if a sinner wants to be redeemed as righteous. This

assures that both parties (and the society) identify what was done wrong, make restoration to the victim, and provide some assurance

that it won't happen again. Consider the parable of the prodigal son. The father knew where the son was but did not go get him. It was

after the son realized his error and came to confess that the restoration process began. Today, that has been replaced with: My bad. It's

all good. I am also keenly aware of Christ's statement on the cross, as I forgave the young man who carelessly killed my 16 year old

daughter.

However that is not an experience that I can relate to a society that is founded on man made laws that are for sale to the highest bidder. If

a judge forgives me for speeding, because I was taking my pregnant wife to the hospital, that does not mean the speed limit has been

eliminated. I would humbly ask you to consider the possibility that the word 'forgive' is far more profound than you think. I've been coming

to your site for a few years now and I have to say, "I love your show, babe." You are truly a beacon of light. Keep up the good work.
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lesleybethune
Joined On 10/3/2015 6:30:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To counter neurological inKammation, you can try PEA + Luteolin (I can't remember ever seeing anything on this in a Dr Mercola article?).

Find the whole excellent article in the View PDF tab: www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Palmitoylethanolamide%3A-A-Nutritional-A..
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PLEASE check out this link and spread the word, friends: rumble.com/v1ciypl-new-white-hats-blow-the-whistle-on-great-reset-soci..

 Here's a follow up: oculumlabs.com/the-sovereign-accounts-of-the-rich-and-powerful-exposed..
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joymoeller
Joined On 9/12/2009 7:49:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you look on PUBMED and type in myocarditis and COVID vaccine, you will Ond over 300 studies validating the connection. Why cannot

doctors see it? Maybe they do not want to because of FEAR, but the science is out there.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What we need to do is establish the relationship between the US Congress and the vaccine companies. How much money is involved in

campaign contributions alone? There is obviously an entire team of people involved. That relationship is against existing laws. But a law

is only as good as the people enforcing those laws. Maybe a complete overhaul of the people enforcing those laws. Because if we don't

do it, I suggest a lot worse trouble is coming. When professionals telling the truth are punished then all of us have a serious problem. Our

FDA is an example. In its entire history a number of bought off people have retired to positions of VP in industry dating all the way back to

at least the early 1950s.

Too many people only want to get on with their lives. A few people do protect the many. That is wrong. It is time we think a little bit further

ahead. Taking the money and running eventually does catch up with people. The oath taken by all medical people has a curse attached to

it. No one thinks it pertains to a lot of doctors practicing medicine today. I guarantee you that eventually down the road it will happen to

all of them. Same goes for anyone violating their oath of ouce.
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Including premature death, sterility and sudden expiration, the loss to humanity will be 1 to 2 billion. Not a bad thing, but the cabal could

have used Onancial and birth-control incentives to achieve the same result and survived, had they not been so satanic. Currently they are

Onished and trials of their minions are pending. Lead lawyer is Reiner Fuellmich, who won massive damages from Volkswagen Motors for

their emissions scam.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is the foundation of your life "Reality" or the "Pseudo Reality" of The Powers That Be? Do you value clean, clear, and untainted "Reality

Goggles?" Then you need to question and challenge your indoctrinations. And seek the truth, study, research, so it is revealed and

understood. "The End of Germ Theory" Spacebusters - odysee.com/.../Final-The-End-of-Germ-Theory:8
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The rising death rates are going to become unavoidable & impossible to ignore. The confusion & collapse will tend to cover that...as

planned by the wicked. And, no doubt, many other things causing death...the purposeful & planned, crafted, Onancial & supply chain

disruptions bringing famine; the playing with things beyond their understanding in genetics, weather manipulation, energy weapons; will

cloud the issue of cause & effect. Many causes & effects, all of sin, & with only one sure & Onal remedy at the end of the worst seven

years of tribulation this wicked old world has ever seen...& we're not even in that yet.

These are just the signs, the leaves budding out on the Og tree, the last kingdoms of the antichrist beast &MYSTERY system taking

shape...and some of those wicked, not all & with plenty of Gentile participation & partnering via Rome (East,West & 'merged') are like that

of wicked 'Noah' Harari and his antichrist 'ark' hope. (If you can call it that. But then, we're talking about MYSTERY, the intolerant tolerant,

& the forced & bloody Pax Romana, the hateful loving, rebels against truth pushing a re-manned one etc)
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My cousin in Kansas got both jabs and she recently had a double mastectomy. I told her that the jab caused it and she didn’t believe me.

Her husband talked her into getting the jab. I wouldn’t get it for anyone.
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john.collis
Joined On 9/25/2021 3:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Epstein Barr Virus (HHV4) is a recognised oncogenetic virus by the WHO and is implicated in non Hodgkin lymphoma as well as

multiple sclerosis, could the rise in cancers be due to EBV reactivation? Likewise cytomegalovirus (HHV5) and HHV8 ?
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SarahB
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:42:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The #1 killer of Americans won’t be either Heart Disease or Cancer, it will be (is) Iatrogenic Actions. Because that is what all this is!
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the best video/interviews yet. A lot of comprehensive details. Thank-you Dr. Mercola
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crbusch64yahoo.com
Joined On 7/3/2022 10:12:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter has been sick for over a month. Her eyes swell, sometimes get black and blue. Her face will swell, the bones in her face hurt

badly. She is hot and cold. Blood tests all are good. Sono of stomach is good. Allergist says nothing to do with allergies. Her stomach

hurts, she just feels awfully sick. Going for GI series and colonoscopy shortly.  Help
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myviolinsingsprotonmail.
Joined On 3/5/2022 9:13:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My sister is 58 and took the jab a year ago (and a second one a few months ago) in order to get a job has just been pronounced with a

rare form of Guillane-Barre disease "AMSAN" and is currently in hospital in Colorado Springs. They tried to do a blood treatment but had

to stop after her severe reaction to latex. She was One until about 3 months ago when she started having neurological issues with the

inability to stand without her legs shaking and then she would fall. Of course no mention has been made of this related to the jab by

physicians, but of our entire family, only her stepson (who was 42 and with no prior history of heart issues, collapsed in his hotel room

and died of a heart attack a few months ago) and she have taken the shot. I am going to try and reach out to Dr. Cole on the links provided

and pray that there is something that can be done as my research Onds this is a deadly disease.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What are you ethically required to do? Do they want you to pursue personal monetary gain, to be inKuenced by drug companies and

government policy, to ignore good science, to be intellectually dishonest or behind, to lower your standards by not publically discussing

the elephant in the room, to not do proper patient care meaning informed consent, to not be aware of the side-affect issues and how to

prevent or treat them. It seems the standard that these memberships are engaging in is the opposite of what you engage in and the

reason for your ostracizing.

So it seems evitable that you must pursue the ethic codes and required learning that you live by and form your own membership

standards that I would expect will be much more honest and professional especially in areas where patient safety to medical procedures

is lacking. Such a standard where MD’s are required to show an awareness of side-affects and safety issues and how to treat them or that

they do not engage in medical product promotions or take monetary gains from drug sales etc. all the moral qualities that you are being

persecuted for. Dr Mercola and Dr McCullough and others would be able to form quite a tough membership that would make it a must for

any MD to be a part of.
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forgive and forget a bunch of mass murdering psychopaths? NEVER. There are dozens of guilty conspirators both within and without the

pharma industry and that includes politicians, scientists, physicians and corporate leaders. MILLIONS have died because of their greed

and deeply evil intent. If we want to end this cycle of evil, of death and disease ALL of these people and their organizations must be

brought to justice. Forgive and forget? NEVER!
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foveola
Joined On 8/28/2021 5:59:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone know the proper resultant dilution of Hydrogen Peroxide 3% to use for nembulizer? I think I read 0.1%.  I used a couple of minutes

of 1% HP via nembulizer, but stopped then, no bad side effects.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am following the FLCCC protocol and have not had any problems at all. However when I recommend and offer to share ivermectin to

friends and relatives, their doctors have told them not to use. There just aren't enough practicing doctors around that will go out on a limb

and support non-vaccine covid solutions.
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bchristine
Joined On 7/1/2012 6:58:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to order Ivermectin for safe-keeping in case I need it, but not sure what or how much to get. Do you have any

recommendations from the site? I am a pretty healthy 63 y/o - have not had any jabs, nor Covid (that I'm aware of); however I work

around jabbed co-workers. Thank you in advance.
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foveola
Joined On 8/28/2021 5:59:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To stay on a hospital staff, have admission privileges, etc, the doctor has to continue to get the vaccine injections and agree with

Fauci.
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kurlikew
Joined On 5/14/2008 8:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thankfully I have not had the jab, nor will I ever, but I would still like to know more about pharmaceutical grade methylene blue. Where

and how does one obtain it, what dosage and frequency is recommended, and in what circumstances or for what conditions would one

use it? TIA
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nursehypnotist
Joined On 5/14/2014 11:10:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

when I went to the transcript below is the message I received: who is sending it? "Attackers might be trying to steal your information from

mercola.Oleburst.com (for example, passwords, messages, or credit cards)."
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM
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Me too...I much prefer to read transcripts to save time
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me too. It also said the link had expired & if my date/time was incorrect that correcting it may change the error. I went ahead &

took the risk & clicked the link & was able to get the transcript. It did make me wonder if some internet entity was messing with

Mercolas sites though.
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The 1st matter is to make sure this liberty is yours, in the power of God, which transcends it all in hope,& w/ certainty of both the

resurrection in wholeness, even of this vile Kesh tabernacle remaining for the time being & w/ death appointed to every man,& of the

manifestation of all things hidden in darkness w/ righteous judgment& God's perfect vengeance to come. Matthew 10:28 KJB And fear

not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul& body in hell.

Those following& serving deceitful Satan end up w/ him in Hell, the sides of the pit,& the lake of Ore into which death& Hell shall Onally be

cast (Isaiah 14, Ezekiel 32, Revelation 20 KJB), which was created for the devil& his angels (Matthew 25:41 KJB). Think it not strange all

these trials& things befalling you in this world& the Kesh,but remember Christ has overcome the world. Pilgrim on, Christian soldiers,&

remember the commission of our Lord.

Our King& kingdom are not of this world in which we are pilgrims& sojourners, even w/good will, desiring the salvation of many,& knowing

that men converted against their will are of the same opinion still: hypocrites at best; &that dead men cannot come to their senses to

repent. Yet, we know that the proud bloody phony,the counterfeit,the trial manifesting the hearts of many turned from truth comes 1st.

Stand w/ the full armor of God (Ephesians 6 KJB), one offensive weapon, the word of God, the sword of the spirit sharper than any

two-edged sword (Hebrews 4 KJB) No double-minded compromise (James 1&4 KJB).

No surrender (Hebrews 11-13 KJB). Fighting not as the carnal& the sorcerers of MYSTERY, science falsely so-called refusing to be

subject to truth& righteousness, the Lord Jesus Christ according to the preserved scriptures. Tho we do have the right& duty to

protect&defend. (Psm 12, 138:2; Prov 30:5-6; Mat 24:35; Mk 13:31; Lk 21:33; Jn 8, 12:47-48, 14:10; 1 Peter 1, Rom 8; 1 Cor 1-3,10

KJB/AV)
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2) The other thing that comes to mind is the illogic of those who can't connect the ungodliness & wickedness of what is happening

with the censorship of God's word & truth & people in the public square; and the attack upon, & confusion of (for those who don't

really want to know the truth nor to go to the effort of seeking it as for gold, studying to shew themselves workmen approved etc)

the very word of God. There is no landmark. No boundary stone that's not been tampered with or removed. And with truth itself

denied. The key is the word & power of God, not with any compulsion to conformity as Romish Babylon, corrupting, hiding &

dispensing the word hypocritically as the illegitimate rod of Jannes & Jambres, but with the knowledge unhidden, uncensored, &

easily made available. Science falsely so-called and its philosophers & sorcerers of craft, cunning, & hirelings sold out to

Mammon, have much to answer for & should repent while they still can.
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So? How do we know they are not putting this crap in our public water systems??
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